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Thermodynamic theory of epitaxial ferroelectric thin films with dense domain structures
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A Landau-Ginsburg-Devonshire-type nonlinear phenomenological theory is presented, which enables the
thermodynamic description of dense laminar polydomain states in epitaxial ferroelectric thin films. The theory
explicitly takes into account the mechanical substrate effect on the polarizations and lattice strains in dissimilar
elastic domains~twins!. Numerical calculations are performed for PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 films grown on~001!-
oriented cubic substrates. The ‘‘misfit strain-temperature’’ phase diagrams are developed for these films, show-
ing stability ranges of various possible polydomain and single-domain states. Three types of polarization
instabilities are revealed for polydomain epitaxial ferroelectric films, which may lead to the formation of new
polydomain states forbidden in bulk crystals. The total dielectric and piezoelectric small-signal responses of
polydomain films are calculated, resulting from both the volume and domain-wall contributions. For BaTiO3

films, strong dielectric anomalies are predicted at room temperature near special values of the misfit strain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In thin films of perovskite ferroelectrics epitaxially grow
on many substrates, the lattice misfit of the epitaxial cou
creates a driving force for the formation of regular ferroel
tic domain~twin! structures below the phase transition te
perature. The twinning of epitaxial layers was predict
theoretically by Roitburd already in 1976,1 and during the
past decade domain patterns were found in PbTi3,
Pb~ZrxTi12x!O3, (Pb12xLax!TiO3, BaTiO3, KNbO3, and
SrBi2Ta2O9 films grown on various single-crystallin

substrates.2–20

The experimental observations triggered intensive th
retical studies of the statics and dynamics of elastic dom
~twins! in epitaxial ferroelectric and ferroelastic thi
films.21–37 In the general case, the problem is very comp
cated because of substantial inhomogeneity of internal
chanical stresses in polydomain~twinned! films. For a do-
main configuration with an arbitrary geometry, the soluti
may be found with the aid of the dislocation-disclinatio
modeling of the stress sources existing in epitaxial layer
the film/substrate interface and junctions of ferroelastic
main walls.25,26,30,37The complexity of this theoretical ap
proach, however, reduces to a reasonable level only
linear elastic approximation, which neglects deviations of
order parameters in thin films from their equilibrium valu
in stress-free bulk crystals. In the case of ferroelectric film
on the contrary, the mechanical substrate effect may stro
change the polarization components, as shown recently
single-domain films with the aid of a nonlinear thermod
namic theory.38,39 Therefore, a rigorous theoretical analys
which does not employ the linear approximation, is requi
to describe polydomain states in epitaxial ferroelectric fil
correctly.

The basis for this analysis is provided by the Landa
Ginsburg-Devonshire phenomenological theory, which w
0163-1829/2001/64~21!/214103~15!/$20.00 64 2141
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widely used in the past to explain physical properties of b
ferroelectrics.40–42 To make the nonlinear description o
polydomain films mathematically feasible, it is necessary
assume the polarization and strain fields to be homogene
within each domain. This approximation may be justified f
dense laminar polydomain states, where the domain wid
are much smaller than the film thickness.36 Such domain
structures become energetically most favorable in epita
films with a thickness larger than about 100 nm.26

In this paper, a nonlinear Landau-Ginsburg-Devonsh
type thermodynamic theory is developed for polydomain
itaxial films of perovskite ferroelectrics. The method of th
oretical calculations is reported, which makes it possible
determine polarizations, lattice strains, and mechan
stresses inside dissimilar domains forming dense lam
structures~Sec. II!. For PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 films grown on
dissimilar cubic substrates, the ‘‘misfit strain-temperatur
phase diagrams are constructed, which show the stab
ranges of various possible polydomain and single-dom
states ~Sec. III!. The small-signal dielectric responses
polydomain PbTiO3 and BaTiO3 epitaxial films are calcu-
lated numerically, and their changes at the misfit-stra
driven structural transformations are discussed~Sec. IV!.
The piezoelectric properties of polydomain ferroelectric th
films are also determined~Sec. V!. Finally, some genera
features of the polydomain~twinned! states in epitaxial
ferroelectric films are discussed, and the theoretical pre
tions are compared with available experimental data~Sec.
VI !.

It should be emphasized that the developed nonlin
theory enables the calculation of the total dielectric and
ezoelectric responses of polydomain thin films with the
count of the mechanical substrate effect. This feature of
theory demonstrates its great practical importance, beca
ferroelectric thin films have many possible applications
advanced microelectronic and micromechanical devices.43,44
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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II. METHOD OF THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

We will discuss single-crystalline epitaxial films grown
a paraelectric state on much thicker dissimilar substra
During the cooling from the deposition temperatureTg , the
paraelectric-to-ferroelectric phase transition is assumed
take place in the film. This transition leads to the formati
of either a single-domain or a polydomain state. In the s
plest case, the latter is composed of alternating domain
two types. According to the observations, the ferroelastic
main structure of an epitaxial film may be modeled by
periodic array of parallel planar walls. The geometry of th
laminar pattern is defined by the domain-wall periodicityD
and the volume fractionf of domains of the first type in the
film.

In relatively thick films the domain widths are expected
be much smaller than the film thicknessH.23,26In this case of
a dense structure (D!H), the polarization and strain field
become almost uniform within each domain in the inner
gion of the film, because highly inhomogeneous inter
fields can exist only in two thin layers (h;D) near the film
surfaces1 @see Fig. 1~a!#. Therefore, the distribution of the
energy density in a polydomain film may be regarded
piecewise homogeneouswhen calculating the total free en
ergy F of the epitaxial system. Indeed, the contribution
the inner region to the energyF is aboutH/D times larger
than the contribution of the surface layers, so that the la
may be neglected atD!H in the first approximation. The
elastic energy stored in a substrate having elastic com
ances similar to those of the film can be ignored on the sa
grounds. The contribution of the self-energies of dom
walls also can be neglected in the range of film thicknes
H@100H0 , where the conditionD!H becomes valid.26

This contribution scales asAH here because it is propor
tional to H/D and the equilibrium domain periodD;AH.26

Accordingly, the film elastic strain energy isAH/H0 times
larger than the overall self-energy of domain walls, whe
H0;1 nm is the characteristic film thickness described
Ref. 26.

In the resulting approximation, equilibrium values of p
larization componentsPi( i 51,2,3) and lattice strainsSn ~n
51,2,3, . . . ,6 in the Voigt matrix notation! inside domains
of two types and their equilibrium volume fractions becom
independent of the domain periodD and film thicknessH.
The calculation of these parameters defining piecewise
mogeneous fields in the inner region of a polydomain fi
represents the goal of the present theory. Determinatio
the equilibrium domain periodD* remains beyond the scop
of this theory becauseD* is governed by the competition o
the overall self-energy of domain walls and the energy sto
in the surface layers. However, the equilibrium periodD*
may be evaluated in the linear elastic approximation. T
calculations show26 that the inequalityD* !H indeed holds
for sufficiently thick films~H@100 nm in the case of PbTiO3
and BaTiO3 films!.

For the correct thermodynamic description of polydom
thin films, an appropriate form of the free-energy functi
must be chosen, which corresponds to the actual boun
conditions of the problem. In this paper, we shall assume
21410
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the film is kept under an external electric fieldE0 , but
the film/substrate system is not subjected to external
chanical forces. Since there is no work done by such forc
the free energyF of the heterostructure can be derived sole
from the spatial distribution of the Helmholtz free-ener
density.

We focus now on~001!-oriented perovskite films epitaxi
ally grown on a cubic substrate with the surface parallel
the ~001! crystallographic planes. For bulk perovskite ferr
electrics, thermodynamic calculations usually employ
Gibbs energy functionG.41,42 It may be approximated by a
six-degree polynomial in polarization componentsPi :

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the densec/a/c/a ~a!,
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 ~b!, andaa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 ~c! domain structures in
epitaxial thin films of perovskite ferroelectrics.H is the film thick-
ness;D!H is the domain-wall periodicity. The dashed line ind
cates a thin layer near the film/ substrate interface, where inte
stresses are highly inhomogeneous. Thex3 axis of the rectangular
reference frame (x1 ,x2 ,x3) is orthogonal to the interface, wherea
thex1 andx2 axes are parallel to the in-plane crystallographic ax
of the film prototypic cubic phase.
3-2
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wheresn are the internal mechanical stresses in the film,a1 ,
a i j , and a i jk are the dielectric stiffness and higher-ord
stiffness coefficients at constant stress,41,42Smn are the elastic
compliances at constant polarization, andQi j are the elec-
trostrictive constants of the paraelectric phase. Since
standard Gibbs function~1! is not appropriate for the de
scription of thin films,38 a modified thermodynamic potentia
or the Helmholtz free-energy functionF should be used in
this case.38,39 The latter can be derived via the inverse Le
endre transformation ofG, which givesF5G1(n51

6 snSn .
Substituting Eq.~1! into this formula and eliminating the
strains with the aid of thermodynamic relationsSn5
2]G/]sn ,42 after some manipulation we obtain the ener
densityF as a function ofPi andsn . For the relevant modi-
fied densityF̃,45 which allows for the possible presence
the internal electric fieldE in a film and for the fact that the
electrostatic potentials of electrodes are fixed in our case
not their charges, the calculation gives~«0 is the permittivity
of the vacuum!

F̃5a1~P1
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It should be noted that Eq.~2! is written in the crystallo-
graphic frame (x1 ,x2 ,x3) of the paraelectric phase, and w
shall take thex3 axis to be orthogonal to the substrate~Fig.
1!. The dielectric stiffnessa1 will be given a linear tempera
ture dependencea15(T2u)/2«0C based on the Curie
Weiss law ~u and C are the Curie-Weiss temperature a
constant!. We also emphasize that, despite the formal
sence of the electrostrictive terms in Eq.~2!, F̃ still takes into
account the coupling between the polarization and strain
full measure. Indeed, the transformation ofF̃ into a function
of Pi andSn restores the coupling terms.

Since we are considering here only periodic domain str
tures, the minimization of the total free energyF may be
21410
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replaced by the minimization of the energy density^F̃& av-
eraged over the domain periodD and the film thicknessH.
For dense structures, the mean density^F̃& can be evaluated
from the relation̂ F̃&5fF̃81(12f)F̃9, whereF̃8 and F̃9
are the characteristic energy densities in the inner region
domains of the first and second type, within which the p
larization and strain fields are almost uniform.

Using the mechanical and electric boundary conditions
is possible to eliminate the stressess i8 , s i9 and internal elec-
tric fields Ei8 , Ei9 from the final expression for the mea

energy density^F̃&, which follows from Eq. ~2!. Since
changes of the in-plane sizes and shape of the film during
cooling from the deposition temperature are controlled b
much thicker substrate, the mean in-plane strains^S1&, ^S2&,
and^S6& must be fixed quantities at a given temperature. F
films grown on~001!-oriented cubic substrates, this cond
tion gives

fS181~12f!S195Sm , fS281~12f!S295Sm ,

fS681~12f!S6950, ~3!

whereSm5(b* 2a0)/b* is the misfit strain38,39 in the het-
erostructure~b* is the substrate effective lattice parameter24

and a0 is the equivalent cubic cell constant of the fre
standing film!. Using Eqs.~3! together with the relationsSn
52]G/]sn , we obtain the first three conditions impose
on the stressess i8 , s i9 inside domains of two types. Anothe
three conditions follow from the absence of tractions on
free surface of the film. The mean values of the stress c
ponentss3 , s4 , ands5 , therefore, must be zero in the film

The local electric fieldsE8 andE9 in a polydomain ferro-
electric film are not necessarily equal to the external fieldE0
defined by the potential difference between the electrod
This effect may be caused by the presence of polariza
charges at the film surfaces and even on domain bounda
~We do not consider here films with other sources of inter
fields, like charged vacancies, point defects, and deple
layers.46! The surface depolarization field, however, m
be ignored in relatively thick (H.100 nm) films of perov-
skite ferroelectrics, which are discussed in this paper. Inde
the calculations taking into account the actual finite cond
tivity of these ferroelectrics show that the film depolarizin
field is negligible.47 Therefore, the mean electric field^E& in
the film may be set equal to the applied fieldE0 .

In addition to the above nine macroscopic conditions,
can introduce ‘‘microscopic’’ boundary conditions on the d
3-3
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main walls. Indeed, the fields existing in adjacent doma
are interrelated in the following way. First, the lattice stra
in the polydomain layer must obey the classical compati
ity condition.48 In the rotated coordinate system (x18 ,x28 ,x38)
with the x38 axis orthogonal to the walls, this requireme
givesS18

8 5S18
9 , S28

8 5S28
9 , andS68

8 5S68
9 . Second, from the

equations of mechanical equilibrium49 it follows that in the
absence of body forcess38

8 5s38
9 , s48

8 5s48
9 , and s58

8

5s58
9 . Third, the electric continuity conditions yieldE18

8

5E18
9 , E28

8 5E28
9 , and«0E38

8 1P38
8 5«0E38

9 1P38
9 .

The resulting 18 relationships make it possible to expr
internal stressess i8 ,s i9 and electric fieldsEi8 ,Ei9 inside do-
mains of two types in terms of polarization compone
Pi8 ,Pi9 and the relative domain populationf. After the sub-
stitution of these expressions into Eq.~2!, the average energ
density^F̃& becomes a function of seven variables:Pi8 , Pi9
( i 51,2,3), andf. Performing numerically the minimization
of ^F̃&(Pi8 ,Pi9 ,f), we can find the equilibrium polarization
in both domains and the equilibrium domain populationf* .
As follows from Eqs.~2! and ~3!, these parameters depen
on the misfit strainSm , temperatureT, and the applied elec
tric field E0 . The minimum energŷ F̃&* (Sm ,T,E0) of the
polydomain state can be also determined as a function
Sm , T, andE0 .

On the basis of these calculations, the complete ther
dynamic description of dense polydomain states in sing
crystalline films may be developed. This is a complica
task because several domain configurations, which differ
the spatial orientation of domain walls, are possible in e
taxial films. The theoretical analysis must include the co
parison of the energieŝF̃&* of different polydomain states
with each other and with the energies of single-dom
states, which can be also calculated with the aid of
theory. On this basis, the stability ranges of various therm
dynamic states in the misfit strain-temperature plane may
determined for short-circuited films (E050). Using the con-
structed (Sm ,T) phase diagrams, the small-signal dielect
and piezoelectric constants of ferroelectric films may
computed as functions of the misfit strain and temperat
Moreover, the electric-field dependence of the film avera
polarization and its material constants can be studied, as
as the field-induced structural transformations in an epita
layer.

III. PHASE DIAGRAMS OF PbTiO 3 AND BaTiO3

EPITAXIAL THIN FILMS

For PbTiO3 ~PT! and BaTiO3 ~BT! films, quantitative re-
sults may be obtained with the aid of the procedure descr
in Sec. II, because the material parameters involved in
thermodynamic calculations are known for PT and BT to
good degree of precision. Using the values50 of these param-
eters taken from Refs. 40–42, we have performed neces
numerical calculations and developed the misfit stra
temperature phase diagrams of short-circuited (E050)PT
and BT films, which will be described in this section.

The following three variants of the orientation of doma
21410
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walls were assumed to be possible in epitaxial films of p
ovskite ferroelectrics grown on cubic substrates.

~i! Domain walls are parallel to the$101% crystallographic
planes of the prototypic cubic phase so that they are incli
at about 45 ° to the film/substrate interfaceS. This variant of
domain geometry corresponds to the so-calledc/a/c/a struc-
ture widely observed in epitaxial films of perovskite ferr
electrics @Fig. 1~a!#.2,6,10,11 It is composed of alternating
pseudotetragonalc domains and pseudotetragonala domains,
where the spontaneous polarizationPs is orthogonal to the
interfaceS in the c domains and parallel toS in the a do-
mains, being directed along the@100# axis of the prototypic
phase in the latter.

~ii ! Domain walls are orthogonal to the film/substrate
terface and oriented along the$110% planes of the prototypic
cubic phase. This domain-wall orientation is characteristic
the so-calleda1 /a2 /a1 /a2 structure, where the spontaneo
polarizationPs develops in the film plane along the@100# and
@010# axes within thea1 anda2 domains, respectively@Fig.
1~b!#. Domain walls with this orientation were observed e
perimentally in PbTiO3 epitaxial films.6,8

~iii ! The walls are taken to be parallel to the$100% or
$010% planes of the prototypic lattice, as expected for t
domain patterning in the orthorhombicaa phase, which was
predicted to form in single-domain PT and BT films at po
tive misfit strains.38 The corresponding polydomain sta
may consist of orthorhombicaa1 andaa2 domains withPs

directed along the@110# and@11̄0# axes of the cubic lattice
respectively@see Fig. 1~c!#. In this aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 struc-
ture, domain walls are also perpendicular to the subst
surface, but their orientation in the film plane differs fro
the preceding variant by 45 °.

For each of the above three orientations of domain wa
the energetically most favorable polarization configuratio
at various temperaturesT and misfit strainsSm were deter-
mined, and the minimum energies^F̃&* (Sm ,T,E050) of
corresponding polydomain states were evaluated and c
pared. The comparison was also made with the energy of
paraelectric phase (P15P25P350) and with the minimum
energies of homogeneous ferroelectric states possible in
and BT epitaxial films, i.e., thec phase~P15P250, P3Þ0!,
the ca phase~P1Þ0, P250, P3Þ0!, the aa phase~P15P2
Þ0, P350!, and ther phase~P15P2Þ0, P3Þ0!.38 Select-
ing then the energetically most favorable thermodynam
state for each point of the misfit strain-temperature plane,
obtained the equilibrium phase diagrams of PT and BT e
taxial films shown in Fig. 2.

It should be emphasized that these diagrams differ con
erably from those reported in our preceding paper.36 The dia-
grams developed in Ref. 36 have a different meaning
may be considered as preliminary diagrams of PT and
films. They describe the competition between the format
of single-domain states and the appearance of the poly
mainc/a/c/a one, as well as the transformations of the lat
into heterophase states in those situations, where the o
tation of internal boundaries along the$101% crystallographic
planes is frozen in. Therefore, the diagrams given in Ref.
provide an important information as well. Indeed, they p
3-4
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FIG. 2. Phase diagrams of PbTiO3 ~a!, ~c! and BaTiO3 ~b!, ~d! epitaxial films grown on cubic substrates. The continuous and disc
tinuous transformations are shown by thin and thick lines, respectively. Enlarged sections of the diagrams nearSm50 are shown in~c! and
~d!.
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dict metastable states, which may appear under experiment
conditions, where the formation of alternative polydoma
states~with walls orthogonal to the substrate surface! is im-
possible due to kinetic reasons.

Let us discuss the equilibrium diagrams shown in Fig
in detail, focusing first on the diagram of PbTiO3 films. At
negative misfit strainsSm , except for a narrow strain rang
in the vicinity of Sm50, the paraelectric-to-ferroelectri
transformation results in the appearance of the tetragonc
phase with the spontaneous polarizationPs orthogonal to the
substrate. This result agrees with the earlier predictio36

Compressive in-plane stressess1 ands2 in the ferroelectric
phase prevent the film from twinning at negative mis
strains Sm and relatively high temperaturesT. During the
further cooling of the epitaxial system, however, the int
duction of elastica domains into thec phase becomes ene
getically favorable. This leads to the formation of th
pseudotetragonalc/a/c/a polydomain state with the stan
dard ‘‘head-to-tail’’ polarization configuration and 90 ° wal
@Fig. 3~a!#.

The calculation shows that the spontaneous polariza
21410
l
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Ps has the same magnitude in thec anda domains and varies
with the misfit strain and temperature according to the re
tion

Ps
252

a33**

3a111
1S a33** 2

9a111
2 2

a3**

3a111
D 1/2

, ~4!

wherea3** 5a12(Q12/s11)Sm anda33** 5a111Q12
2 /2s11 are

the renormalized coefficients of the second-order polar
tion termP3

2 and the fourth-order termP3
4 in the free-energy

expansion~2!. Internal electric fields and the stressess3 ,
s4 , s5 , and s6 are absent in thec/a/c/a structure. The
equilibrium fraction ofc domains equals

fc* 512
~s112s12!~Sm2Q12Ps

2!

s11~Q112Q12!Ps
2 , ~5!

and, atfc5fc* , the stressess1
a ands1

c also vanish, whereas
the stresss2 acquires the same value ofs2

a5s2
c5(Sm
3-5
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2Q12Ps
2)/s11 in both domains. The free-energy dens

^F̃&* (Sm ,T,E050) in the equilibriumc/a/c/a polydomain
state may be written as

^F̃&* 5
Sm

2

2s11
1a3** Ps

21a33** Ps
41a111Ps

6, ~6!

with Ps
2 given by Eq.~4!.

FIG. 3. Polarization patterning in various polydomain sta
forming in ferroelectric films: c/a/c/a ~a!, ca* /aa* /ca* /aa*
~b!, a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 ~c!, ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 ~d!, aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2

~e!, and r 1 /r 2 /r 1 /r 2 ~f!. Polarization orientations are shown rel
tive to the prototypic cubic cell.
21410
Consider now the stability rangeRd of the c/a/c/a do-
main pattern in the (Sm ,T) phase diagram. The boundary o
Rd , which is shown by a thin line in Fig. 2~a!, is defined by
the inequalityfc* (Sm),1 imposed on the equilibrium vol
ume fraction ofc domains. From Eq.~5! it follows that fc*
becomes equal to unity atSm

0 (T)5Q12P0
2(T), whereP0 is

the spontaneous polarization of a mechanically free crys
The line Sm

0 (T)5Q12@2a111Aa11
2 23a1(T)a111#/3a111

constitutes the left-hand boundary ofRd , which is limited by
the upper point ofRd located at temperatureTmax5u
12«0Ca11

2 /3a111
2 '497 °C and misfit strain Sm

0 (Tmax)
5Q12(2a11/3a111)'22.431023 @see Fig. 2~a!#. The high-
temperature section of the right-hand boundary, which
joins this upper point, is defined by the curveSm

0 (T)
5Q12@2a112Aa11

2 23a1(T)a111#/3a111. This part of
Sm

0 (T) relates to the second possible solution forP0
2 that

exists atT.u in crystals witha11,0 anda111.0.
The next section of the right-hand boundary ofRd is

formed by a short segment of the straight line, above wh
the solution~4! for the polarization in thec/a/c/a state loses
its physical meaning~herea33** 2,3a3** a111!. At the part of
this segment situated between two triple points@see Fig.
2~c!#, the direct transformation of the paraelectric phase i
the polydomainc/a/c/a state takes place at the temperatu

Tc/a~Sm!5u1
2

3
«0C

a33** 2

a111
12«0C

Q12

s11
Sm . ~7!

The ferroelectric phase transition in this ‘‘misfit-strain win
dow’’ near Sm50 is of thefirst order, in contrast to the res
of the upper transition line, where it is of thesecond order.
This is due to the fact that in PT~and also in BT! the renor-
malized coefficienta33** is negative. The result obtained here
corrects the earlier prediction38 that in epitaxial PT and BT
films the ferroelectric phase transition is expected to be
ways of second order.

The remaining part of the right-hand boundary ofRd ,
also shown by a thick line in Fig. 2~a!, separates the stability
ranges of thec/a/c/a anda1 /a2 /a1 /a2 domain patterns in
the (Sm ,T) plane. At larger positive misfit strains, th
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 polarization configuration becomes the mo
energetically favorable thermodynamic state in PT films. T
instability of thec/a/c/a pattern with respect to the appea
ance of the polarization componentP2 parallel to the domain
walls, which was described in Ref. 36, does not manif
itself in the diagram ofequilibrium states. This P2 instability
occurs in PT films at positive misfit strainsSm* (T) outside
Rd . However, theP2 instability may be revealed by prepa
ing a film with the equilibriumc/a/c/a structure first and
then bending the substrate to increaseSm aboveSm* (T) at a
low temperature, where the formation of thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2
state is suppressed.36

In the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 domain structure, the geometry o
polarization patterning corresponds to the ‘‘head-to-tail’’ p
larization configuration observed in bulk perovski
crystals.40 The spontaneous polarizationPs has the same
magnitude in thea1 anda2 domains and lies along the edge
of the prototypic cubic cell, which are parallel to the film

s
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surfaces@see Fig. 3~c!#. The equilibrium volume fractions o
the a1 anda2 domains were found to be equal to each oth
at all investigated misfit strains and temperatures (f*
50.5), which agrees with the result obtained earlier in
linear elastic approximation.23,26,29Internal electric fields and
the stress componentss3 , s4 , s5 , ands6 are absent in the
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 structure. The stressess1 ands2 are homoge-
neous inside the film and, at the equilibrium domain popu
tion of f* 50.5, acquire the same value ofs15s25@Sm

20.5(Q111Q12)Ps
2#/(s111s12). In the rotated coordinate

system, where thex18 axis is oriented along domain walls, th
shear stresss68 vanishes atf* 50.5. This demonstrates
decrease in the film elastic energy, which is caused by
domain formation.

The magnitude of spontaneous polarization in thea1 and
a2 domains depends on the misfit strain and temperature
can be found from the relation

Ps
252

a11**

3a111
1S a11** 2

9a111
2 2

a1*

3a111
D 1/2

, ~8!

wherea1* 5a12(Q111Q12)Sm /(s111s12) is the coefficient
introduced in Ref. 38, anda11** 5a111(Q111Q12)

2/@4(s11

1s12)# is the renormalized coefficient of the fourth-ord
polarization term (P1

41P2
4) in the free-energy expansion~2!,

which differs from the similar coefficienta11* appearing in
the theory of single-domain films.38 The mean energy densit

^F̃&* (Sm ,T,E050) stored in the film with an equilibrium
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 structure is given by

^F̃&* 5
Sm

2

s111s12
1a1* Ps

21a11** Ps
41a111Ps

6, ~9!

with Ps
2 defined by Eq.~8!.

From comparison of Fig. 2~a! with the phase diagram o
single-domain PT films,38 it follows that thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2
polydomain state replaces the orthorhombicaa phase in the
equilibrium diagram. Nevertheless, the paraelectric-
ferroelectric phase transition in our approximation remains
be of thesecond orderat positive misfit strainsSm ~except
for a narrow range nearSm50, where thec/a/c/a state
forms!. This is due to the fact that the renormalized coe
cient a11** is positivein PT films, as well asa11* .

Proceed now to the equilibrium phase diagram of
films. From inspection of Fig. 2 it can be seen that it h
much more complicated structure than the diagram of
films. The analysis shows that this is due to the existenc
three different polarization instabilities in epitaxial BT film
The first one is theP2 instability of thec/a/c/a polydomain
state described in Ref. 36.51 In contrast with PT films, where
this instability appears only in metastablec/a/c/a structures,
in BT films it manifests itself in the diagram of equilibrium
thermodynamic states leading to the formation of the h
erophaseca* /aa* /ca* /aa* state@see Fig. 3~b!# composed
of distortedca andaa phases.36

The second instability refers to the pseudotetrago
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 state. Under certainSm-T conditions, this state
becomes unstable with respect to thein-plane rotationof Ps
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away from the edges of the prototypic cubic cell, which lea
to its transformation into the orthorhombicaa phase. This
instability appears during the film cooling, when the mis
strain Sm in the epitaxial system is larger than about
31023. If the misfit strain increases at a given temperatu
due to the substrate bending, for example, the transforma
also should take place at some critical value ofSm ~about
5.931023 at 25 °C!. This behavior may be explained in
natural way because in stress-free BT crystals at temp
tures below 10 °C the orthorhombic phase becomes ener
cally more favorable than the tetragonal one.40

The homogeneousaa phase, however, does not appear
the diagram of equilibrium states. The calculations show t
it always tends to convert into the polydoma
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 state, which is energetically more favo
able. As a result, well below the transition lineTc(Sm.0)
5Taa(Sm), the aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 domain pattern replace
thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 one in the equilibrium diagram of BT films
@see Fig. 2~b!#. In theaa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 state, the polariza-
tion patterning occurs along two in-planeface diagonalsof
the prototypic cubic cell@Fig. 3~e!# so that 90° domain walls
form here. The equilibrium volume fractions of theaa1 and
aa2 domains are equal to each other (f* 50.5), and the
spontaneous polarizationPs has the same magnitude in the
domains. Internal electric fields and the stressess3 , s4 , s5 ,
and s6 are absent in the equilibriumaa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2
structure. The stressess1 and s2 are homogeneous insid
the film and, in similarity with thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 state, have
the same value ofs15s25@Sm20.5(Q111Q12)Ps

2#/(s11

1s12). The spontaneous polarization can be calculated fr
the formula

Ps
252

2a11* 1a12**

3~a1111a112!
1F ~2a11* 1a12** !2

9~a1111a112!
2

2
4a1*

3~a1111a112!
G1/2

, ~10!

where a12** 5a12* 2Q44
2 /(2s44), and a11* and a12* are the

renormalized coefficients of the free-energy expansi
which were introduced in Ref. 38.52 The mean energy
density ^F̃&* (Sm ,T,E050) in the equilibrium
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 polydomain state can be found from th
relation

^F̃&* 5
Sm

2

s111s12
1a1* Ps

21
1

4
~2a11* 1a12** !Ps

4

1
1

4
~a1111a112!Ps

6, ~11!

wherePs
2 is given by Eq.~10!.

The third instability, which exists in epitaxial BT films, i
the instability of thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2
states with respect to theappearanceof the polarization
componentP3 orthogonal to the film surfaces. ThisP3 insta-
bility occurs below the Curie-Weiss temperatureu5108 °C
of bulk BT crystals, when the magnitude of the positive m
fit strain in the film/substrate systemdecreasesdown to some
3-7
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critical value. It also appears during the film cooling und
certain misfit-strain conditions.

Owing to the P3 instability, the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 configurations transform intonew poly-
domain states, which may be termedca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 and
r 1 /r 2 /r 1 /r 2 structures, respectively. In both states, the o
of-plane polarizations in neighboring domains have oppo
directions but the same magnitude (P3852P39), whereas the
in-plane polarizations retain the orientations characteristi
thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 andaa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 configurations@see
Figs. 3~d! and 3~f!#. Since in theca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 pattern
the spontaneous polarizations are parallel to the out-of-p
facesof the prototypic cubic cell, it may be regarded as
polydomain analogue of the monoclinicca phase forming in
single domain BT films.38 In the r 1 /r 2 /r 1 /r 2 state, the in-
plane polarizations are oriented along the facediagonalsof
the prototypic cell so that the spatial orientation ofPs here is
similar to that in the homogeneous monoclinicr phase.38 The
equilibrium volume fractions of ther 1 and r 2 domains are
equal to each other (f* 50.5), as well as the populations o
the ca1 andca2 domains.

Remarkably, the spatial orientations of the spontane
polarizationPs in the ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 and r 1 /r 2 /r 1 /r 2
states depend on the misfit strainSm and temperatureT.
Therefore, the vectorPs generally is not parallel to the fac
or cube diagonals of the prototypic cell@Figs. 3~d! and 3~f!#
so that these two states have no direct analogue in bulk
crystals. The domain walls in these patterns are not 90° w
anymore. Since the rotation ofPs at the ca1 /ca2 wall is
larger than 90°, but generally not equal to 120°, this w
differs from 120° domain boundaries in the orthorhomb
phase of a bulk BT crystal. Ther 1 /r 2 walls are not equiva-
lent to the domain walls in the stress-free rhombohedral
crystal as well. Nevertheless, the presence of
r 1 /r 2 /r 1 /r 2 pattern in the (Sm ,T) diagram has probably th
same origin as the formation of the rhombohedral phas
bulk BT crystals atT,271 °C.40–41

Thus, in BT films, the stability range of polydomain stat
with walls orthogonal to the substrate splits into four par
These parts are separated by the first-order transition l
and correspond to thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 , aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 ,
ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 , andr 1 /r 2 /r 1 /r 2 configurations.

Finally, it should be noted that there are some similarit
between the phase diagrams of BT and PT films. For
ample, the transition line between the homogeneousc phase
and thec/a/c/a state is defined in BT by the relationship
discussed above for PT films. In both PT and BT, this l
contains a special point, at which the continuous~in our ap-
proximation! transition becomes a discontinuous one. Su
‘‘tricritical’’ point also exists in BT films on the transition
line Taa(Sm) between the paraelectric phase and
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 state@see Fig. 2~d!#.

IV. DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF POLYDOMAIN
FERROELECTRIC FILMS

In general, the dielectric response of a polydomain or h
erophase film is a sum ofintrinsic and extrinsic contribu-
tions. Changes of the polarizationsP8,P9 inside dissimilar
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domains~phase layers! lead to an average intrinsic~volume!
response. If the measuring fieldE0 also induces reversible
displacements of domain walls~phase boundaries! from their
initial equilibrium positions, an additional extrinsic contribu
tion may appear, being caused by rotations of the polar
tion vector in the part of the film volume swept by movin
walls.27,28 Fortunately, our thermodynamic theory makes
possible to calculate thetotal permittivityof a polydomain or
heterophase film, which results from both intrinsic and e
trinsic contributions. To that end, equilibrium polarizatio
P8,P9 in the domains~phase layers! of two types and their
equilibrium volume fractions should be determined nume
cally as a function of the external electric fieldE0 . Then the
permittivity of a ferroelectric film can be found from th
field dependence of the average polarization^P&5f* P8
1(12f* )P9 in an epitaxial layer. Choosing a reasonab
magnitudeE0 of the weak external field, we calculated th
small-signal dielectric constants« i j ( i , j 51,2,3) of PT and
BT films from the relation

« i j 5
^Pi&~E0 j5E0!2^Pi&~E0 j50!

E0
. ~12!

Since the equilibrium domain populationf* was allowed to
vary under fieldE0 , the constants« i j involved a nonzero
extrinsic ~domain-wall! contribution when the projection o
the spontaneous polarization onE0 was different in dissimi-
lar domains. The calculated constants also correctly take
account the influence of the mechanical film/substrate in
action on the intrinsic~volume! responses of the domains o
two types.

Figure 4 shows variations of the diagonal components
the dielectric tensor« i j with the misfit strainSm in PT films

at room temperature. At the transition pointSm
0 (T525 °C)

5214.731023, where the transformation of thec phase
into thec/a/c/a pattern takes place, finite jumps of«11 and
«33 occur, while the dependence«22(Sm) only changes its
slope. The analysis shows that the steplike increase of«11

and «33 at Sm5Sm
0 is entirely due to the appearance

domain-wall contributions to these dielectric constants in
polydomainc/a/c/a state. If domain walls are assumed to
pinned so that the domain populationf(E0) is kept fixed at
a value off* (E050) during the calculations, all constan
« i i vary in a continuous manner on crossing the transit
line ~see dashed lines in Fig. 4!. The slope of«33(Sm)
changes slightly here, whereas«11(Sm) has a cusplike
anomaly atSm5Sm

0 . Such dielectric behavior can be attrib
uted to the fact that the formation of the polydomainc/a/c/a
state in our approximation proceeds via the introduction o
small volume fraction of thea domains~with a finite spon-
taneous polarizationP0! into thec phase.

It should be noted that the theoretical domain-wall con
bution D«33/«0 to the film permittivity «33, which is mea-
sured in a conventional plate-capacitor setup, increases f
70 to 120 in the range of misfit strains between214.7
31023 and 4.631023, where thec/a/c/a pattern represents
the most energetically favorable configuration. These val
may be compared with the results of approximate analyt
3-8
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FIG. 4. Dependences of the dielectric constants«11 ~a!, «22 ~b!,
and«33 ~c! of PbTiO3 films on the misfit strainSm at T525 °C. The
dashed lines show the permittivities of PbTiO3 films with pinned
domain walls. For films with thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 domain structure,
the in-plane dielectric responses« i and«' in the directions parallel
and orthogonal to the 90° walls are also shown for comparison
21410
calculations ofD«33, which can be performed in the frame
work of our theory as well. In the first approximation, th
effect of small domain-wall displacements on the polariz
tionsP8,P9 insidec anda domains may be neglected. Evalu
ating in this approximation the field-induced change of t
domain populationf via the mathematical procedure deve
oped in Sec. II, from Eq.~12! we obtain

D«33'
~s11

2 2s12
2 !

s11~Q112Q12!
2Ps

2 . ~13!

Equation~13! is similar to an analytic expression, which wa
derived forD«33 earlier in the approximation of the linea
isotropic theory of elasticity.27,28 The substitution of Eq.~4!
for the spontaneous polarizationPs into Eq. ~13! gives
D«33/«0'110– 130 for PT films at room temperature, whic
is in reasonable agreement with our numerical resu
Though the linear approximation overestimatesD«33, the
main conclusion made in Refs. 27 and 28 is justified by
nonlinear theory. Indeed, according to our calculations,
domain-wall contributionD«33 represents more than a ha
of the total response of a polydomain PT film so that tra
lational displacements of 90° walls really contribute cons
erably to the film permittivity.@As demonstrated by Fig. 5~c!,
a similar situation takes place in BT films with the equili
rium c/a/c/a domain structure. Here the domain-wall co
tribution D«33/«0 varies between 375 and 387, which ma
be compared withD«33/«0'510– 530 given by the linea
theory.#

When the misfit strain in the heterostructure increa
above a value ofSm54.631023, the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 polydo-
main state replaces thec/a/c/a one in the phase diagram o
PT films. At this threshold strain, as may be expected,
film dielectric constants« i i exhibit steplike changes~see Fig.
4!. Remarkably, in the vicinity of the threshold strain th
permittivity «33 of an epitaxial PT film becomes considerab
higher than the largest dielectric constant of a single-dom
bulk PT crystal.~According to the thermodynamic calcula
tions, the latter is about 125 at room temperature.!

For films with thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 domain pattern, the di-
electric response«33 in the film-thickness direction can b
calculated analytically. In this case the domain-wall con
bution is absent and the inverse dielectric susceptibilityx33
equals

x3352a3* 12a13** Ps
212a112Ps

4, ~14!

wherea3* 5a12Sm2Q12/(s111s12) is the coefficient intro-
duced in Ref. 38, anda13** 5a121(Q111Q12)Q12/(s11

1s12)1Q44
2 /(4s44) is the renormalized coefficient of th

fourth-order polarization term (P1
21P2

2)P3
2 in the free-

energy expansion~2!, which differs from the similar coeffi-
cienta13* appearing in the theory of single-domain ferroele
tric films, i.e., a13** 5a13* 1Q44

2 /(4s44). The substitution of
Eq. ~8! into Eq. ~14! makes it possible to calculate«335«0

1x33
21 as a function of the misfit strain and temperature.

The in-plane dielectric responses«11 and «22 of a film
with the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 structure, measured along the@100#
and @010# crystallographic axes, are equal to each other a
3-9
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contain a nonzero domain-wall contribution@see Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b!#. This contribution appears because the electric fi
is directed at 45° to the 90° walls@see Fig. 1~b!#. For com-
parison, we also calculated the film in-plane permittivities«'

and« i in the directions orthogonal and parallel to thea1 /a2
domain walls. When the measuring fieldE0 is orthogonal to
the walls, there is no driving force acting on them and
domain-wall contribution to the corresponding permittivi
«' equals zero. In contrast, the fieldE0 oriented alonga1 /a2
walls in the film plane induces the wall displacements fro
equilibrium positions so that the dielectric response« i

should contain a nonzero domain-wall contributionD« i .
From inspection of Fig. 4~b!, it can be seen that« i is about 2
times larger than«' .

Let us discuss now peculiarities of the dielectric prop
ties of BT films. The misfit-strain dependences of the fi
permittivities« i i at room temperature are shown in Fig. 5. A
may be expected, the polarization instabilities of polydom
states, which were described in Sec. III, manifest itself
strong dielectric anomalies. The transition between
c/a/c/a andca* /aa* /ca* /aa* states is accompanied by
singularity of «22, which is caused by theP2 instability. A
sharp peak of«33 is associated with theP3 instability of the
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 pattern, which leads to the formation of th
ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 configuration. On the other hand, the i
stability of the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 state with respect to the in
plane rotation of the spontaneous polarization does not m
fest itself in Fig. 5. This is due to the fact that the critic
misfit strainSm55.8931023 for this instability is consider-
ably larger than the strainSm53.6531023, at which the
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 pattern replaces thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 struc-
ture in the equilibrium phase diagram. At the transition b
tween these two in-plane polarization states, the dielec
constants« i i experience only steplike changes.

The dielectric response«33 of the film with the
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 domain pattern can be found analyticall
because it does not contain the domain-wall contribution.
the inverse dielectric susceptibilityx33, the calculation
yields

x3352a3* 12a13** Ps
21S a1121

1

2
a123D Ps

4, ~15!

wherePs
2 given by Eq.~10! should be substituted. The pe

mittivity «335«01x33
21 increases with decreasing positiv

misfit strain, as demonstrated by Fig. 5~c!.
In conclusion of this section we analyze domain-wall co

tributions to the in-plane dielectric responses«11 and«22 of
polydomain ferroelectric films, which could be measured
setups with interdigitated surface electrodes. For films w
the c/a/c/a structure, the domain-wall contributionD«11
calculated in the linear approximation is equal to the con
bution D«33 by reason of symmetry. Using Eq.~13!, we ob-
tain D«11/«0'110– 130 and 510–530 for PT and BT film
respectively. These estimates are in good agreement with
results of our numerical calculations, which giveD«11/«0
between 130 and 90 for PT films and between 600 and
for BT ones@see Figs. 4~a! and 5~a!#.
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FIG. 5. Permittivities of BaTiO3 epitaxial thin films as functions
of the misfit strainSm at T525 °C: «11 ~a!, «22 ~b!, and«33 ~c!.
The dashed lines show the dielectric constants of BaTiO3 films with
pinned domain walls. For films with thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and
ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 domain structures, the in-plane dielectric r
sponses« i and «' in the directions parallel and orthogonal to th
domain walls are also shown for comparison.
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The domain-wall contributions to the dielectric consta
of ferroelectric films with the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 structures can be evaluated in the line
approximation by analogy with the derivation of Eq.~13!.
Neglecting polarization changes accompanying the fie
induced displacements of 90° walls from their initial po
tions, we obtain

D«115D«22'
~s112s12!

2~Q112Q12!
2Ps

2 ~16!

for the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 state and

D«22'
2s44

Q44
2 Ps

2 ~17!

for the aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 one. The substitution of Eq.~10!
for the spontaneous polarizationPs into Eq. ~17! shows that
in BT films with the equilibriumaa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 struc-
ture D«22/«0'6500 at the threshold misfit strainSm53.65
31023, in good agreement with the contributionD«22/«0
56300 calculated numerically. In the case of t
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 domain configuration, from Eqs.~8! and ~16!
we obtainD«11/«0'110 for PT films atSm54.631023 and
D«11/«0'400 for BT films at Sm51.3831023, for ex-
ample. According to our numerical calculations, the con
bution D«11/«0 equals 20 and 80 in these two situation
respectively. It can be seen that the linear approxima
strongly overestimates the domain-wall contribution to
dielectric response in this particular case.

V. PIEZOELECTRIC RESPONSE OF POLYDOMAIN
FERROELECTRIC FILMS

In this section the piezoelectric properties of polydom
ferroelectric thin films epitaxially grown on thick cubic sub
strates will be described. We restrict our study to the c
verse piezoelectric effect, which consists in changes of
film dimensions and shape under the action of an exte
electric fieldE0 .

The small-signal piezoelectric coefficientsdin character-
izing this effect can be found from the field dependence
the mean strainŝSn&5f* Sn81(12f* )Sn9 in a polydomain
film as

din5
^Sn&~E0i5E0!2^Sn&~E0i50!

E0
. ~18!

Since the epitaxial film is rigidly connected with a thic
substrate, which is assumed to be piezoelectrically inact
the strains^S1&, ^S2&, and ^S6& cannot change under th
field so thatdi15di25di650. Variations of the strainŝS3&,
^S4&, and^S5& manifest itself in a change of the film thick
ness and a tilt of the ferroelectric overlayer relative to
substrate normal. These strains can be expressed in term
polarization components in the domains of two types and
relative domain populationf as
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^S3&5
2s12

s111s12
Sm1

Q12s112Q11s12

s111s12
@f~P18

21P28
2!

1~12f!~P19
21P29

2!#

1S Q112
2Q12s12

s111s12
D @fP38

21~12f!P39
2#, ~19!

^S4&5Q44@fP28P381~12f!P29P39#, ~20!

^S5&5Q44@fP18P381~12f!P19P39#. ~21!

In a conventional plate-capacitor setup, where the film
sandwiched between two continuous electrodes, the pie
electric measurements give the coefficientsd33, d34, and
d35. Using Eq.~18!, we calculated numerically these piez
electric constants for PT and BT films with equilibrium d
main structures. Figures 6 and 7 show the theoretical mi
strain dependences ofd33, d34, andd35 at room temperature

FIG. 6. Dependences of the piezoelectric coefficientsd33 ~a! and
d34, d35 ~b! of PbTiO3 films on the misfit strainSm at T525 °C.
The dashed line shows the piezoelectric responsed33 of PbTiO3

films with pinned domain walls.
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From inspection of Fig. 6~a! it can be seen that the long
tudinal piezoelectric coefficientd33 of PT films increases
with the increase of the misfit strainSm up to the threshold
strain Sm54.631023, at which thec/a/c/a polydomain
state is replaced by thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 one. A similar trend is
characteristic of the misfit-strain dependence ofd33 in BT
films, where the maximum response is displayed by a fi
with the ca* /aa* /ca* /aa* structure @see Fig. 7~a!#. It
should be noted that these theoretical results correspon
the properties of prepolarized ferroelectric films, where
180° domain walls are removed prior to the piezoelec
measurements.

The steplike increase of the constantd33 at the transition
from the c phase to thec/a/c/a state is due to the appea
ance of a nonzero domain-wall contributionDd33 @see Figs.
6~a! and 7~a!#. Within the stability range of thec/a/c/a
structure, the value ofDd33 varies from 17 to 50 pm/V in PT
films and between 56 and 61 pm/V in BT films. These valu
may be compared with the domain-wall contributionDd33
calculated for dense domain structures with the aid of

FIG. 7. Piezoelectric coefficients of BaTiO3 films as functions of
the misfit strainSm at T525 °C: d33 ~a!, d34, d35 ~b!. The dashed
line shows the piezoelectric responsed33 of BaTiO3 films with
pinned domain walls calculated for thec/a/c/a state.
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linear theory.31 Using the relation derived in Ref. 31 an
taking into account the elastic anisotropy of the paraelec
phase, we obtain

Dd335
~s1112s12!~s112s12!

s11~Q112Q12!P0
. ~22!

For PT and BT films at room temperature, Eq.~22! gives
Dd33 about 45 and 95 pm/V, respectively. These values ar
reasonable agreement with the aforementioned results of
calculations. Though the linear approximation overestima
Dd33, the earlier prediction31 that the displacements of 90
domain walls may contribute considerably to the longitudin
piezoelectric response of polydomain ferroelectric thin film
is confirmed by the nonlinear thermodynamic theory@see
Figs. 6~a! and 7~a!#.

The numerical calculations also show that ferroelec
films with the equilibrium a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 ,
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 , and ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 domain struc-
tures have a negligible piezoelectric coefficientd33. When
the field-induced displacements of domain walls are abs
as in thea1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 states, from
Eqs. ~18! and ~19! it follows that the piezoelectric respons
d33 can be written as

d3352
Q12s112Q11s12

s111s12
@f~h138 P181h238 P28!

1~12f!~h139 P191h239 P29!#

12S Q112
2Q12s12

s111s12
D @fh338 P381~12f!h339 P39#,

~23!

whereh i j8 andh i j9 are the intrinsic dielectric susceptibilitie
of the ferroelectric material inside domains of the first a
second kinds, respectively. Equation~23! demonstrates tha
the piezoelectric responsed33 of the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 states must be really very small. Indee
in these states atE050 only the in-plane polarization differs
from zero, which is multiplied by nondiagonal componen
of the dielectric tensorh i j in the expression ford33. The fact
that films with theca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 structure have a neg
ligible coefficientd33 may be explained by the zero value
the average out-of-plane polarizationP3 in this state as well.

Consider now the misfit-strain dependences of the pie
electric coefficientsd34 andd35 in epitaxial PT and BT films
@Figs. 6~b! and 7~b!#. By reason of symmetryd345d3550 in
the c phase andd3450 in thec/a/c/a state. The piezoelec
tric responsed35 increases with the misfit strainSm in films
with the c/a/c/a andca* /aa* /ca* /aa* structures. In con-
trast, the coefficientd34 displayed by theca* /aa* /ca* /aa*
state decreases and even changes sign, as the magnitu
Sm,0 is reduced for BT films. The nonmonotonic variatio
of d3452d35 in BT films having theca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2
structure is similar to the behavior of the dielectric const
«33 here@see Fig. 5~c!#. Of course, the calculated piezoele
3-12
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tric responsesd3n of the c/a/c/a, ca* /aa* /ca* /aa* , and
ca1 /ca2 /ca1 /ca2 states involve a nonzero domain-wa
contribution.

If the relative domain populationf does not change dur
ing piezoelectric measurements, Eqs.~20! and~21! yield the
following relations for the coefficientsd34 andd35:

d345Q44@f~h238 P381h338 P28!1~12f!~h239 P391h339 P29!#,
~24!

d355Q44@f~h138 P381h338 P18!1~12f!~h139 P391h339 P19!#.
~25!

For the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 polydomain
states, whereP385P3950 atE050 andh338 5h339 5h33, from
Eqs. ~24! and ~25! we obtain d345Q44h33̂ P2& and d35
5Q44h33̂ P1&. These relations explain some peculiarities
the piezoelectric behavior revealed by numerical calculati
@Figs. 6~b! and 7~b!#. Indeed, they show that in films with th
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 domain structure the equalityd3452d35 must
hold since ^P1&52^P2& at the orientation of thea1 /a2
walls shown in Fig. 1~b!. In the case of the
aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 polydomain state, the piezoelectric r
sponsed34 is absent because the average polarization in
@010# direction equals zero (^P2&50) for the chosen domain
geometry@Fig. 1~c!#. The reduction of the piezoelectric con
stantd35 with increasing misfit strainSm in films with the
a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 and aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 structures can be at
tributed to the decrease of the dielectric susceptibilityh33
here@see Figs. 4~c! and 5~c!#. The jump ofd35 at the transi-
tion from the a1 /a2 /a1 /a2 to aa1 /aa2 /aa1 /aa2 state in
BT films is mainly due to a larger average polarization^P1&
in the latter.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The nonlinear thermodynamic theory developed in t
paper makes it possible to include laminar polydomain sta
into the misfit strain-temperature phase diagrams of epita
ferroelectric thin films and to determine the total dielect
and piezoelectric responses of polydomain films. Our ca
lations revealed several important features of the polydom
~twinned! states in epitaxial films of perovoskite ferroele
trics. In particular, the phase diagram of BT films was fou
to be much more complicated than the diagram of PT fil
~see Fig. 2!. This distinction reflects the existence of thr
different ferroelectric phases~tetragonal, orthorhombic, an
rhombohedral! in stress-free bulk BT crystals instead of on
one ~tetragonal! in PT crystals.

Surprisingly, thedirect transformationof the paraelectric
phase into the polydomainc/a/c/a state was shown to tak
place in PT films only in a narrow misfit-strain range ne
Sm50 @Fig. 2~c!#. Usually, the formation of thec/a/c/a do-
main structure should proceed via atwo-stage process.

At negative misfit strains, this process involves the a
pearance of the homogeneous ferroelectricc phase in the first
stage followed by the nucleation ofa domains inside this
out-of-plane polarization state. In our approximation, t
transformation of thec phase into thec/a/c/a pattern, which
occurs along the thin line shown in Fig. 2~a!, appears to be
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continuous in the sense that the volume fractionfa51
2fc of a domains gradually increases from zero on cross
the transition lineSm

0 (T). This is, however, not exactly cor
rect because we have neglected the self-energies of do
walls in our calculations. Strictly speaking, the discuss
transition is discontinuous, and a small but finitefa appears
at the actual transition line, slightly shifted towards low
temperatures from the thin line drawn in Fig. 2~a!.

The nucleation of embeddeda domains in thec phase
during the cooling must be a thermally activated process
that a certain time is required for the formation of an eq
librium c/a/c/a pattern. Therefore, the observed populatio
of c anda domains in an epitaxial film may depend strong
on the cooling ratedT/dt. Slow cooling rates are expected
facilitate larger volume fractionsfa to be observed at room
temperature. In contrast, at very high ratesdT/dt the com-
plete suppression of domain formation may take place so
the metastablec phase becomes frozen in. Accordingly, o
theory gives a natural explanation for the experimental
sults obtained in Refs. 5 and 14 on the effect of cooling r
on domain populations in epitaxial PbZr0.20Ti0.80O3 and PT
thin films. This explanation differs considerably from the o
proposed earlier by Specket al. on the basis of the linea
domain theory.7

At positive misfit strains, thec/a/c/a structure is ex-
pected to form via the nucleation ofc domains inside an
in-plane polarization state already existing in the film. T
equilibrium volume fraction ofc domains, according to Eq
~5!, must increase during the film cooling in this case. T

FIG. 8. Misfit-strain dependence of the volume fractionfc of c
domains in thick PbTiO3 epitaxial films atT525 °C. The solid line
gives the calculated fractionfc . The squares show the values o
served for films grown on various substrates indicated in the fig
The experimental data are taken from Refs. 11, 14~MgO!,
14 ~LaAlO3!, 12, 14~SrTiO3!, and 2~KTaO3!. The misfit strains for
corresponding heterostructures were calculated as described in
39 by using the following values of the thermal expansion coe
cients: 5.531026 K21 ~PT!, 1131026 K21 ~SrTiO3 and LaAlO3!
~Ref. 53! 14.831026 K21 ~MgO!, and 6.6731026 K21 ~KTaO3!
~Ref. 6!.
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critical temperatureTa→c/a , at which thec domains begin to
form in a film, may be well below the Curie-Weiss temper
ture u5479 °C of the bulk PT. Both these features we
observed in PT films grown on~001!-oriented MgO by Lee
and Baik, who used the synchrotron x-ray diffraction to me
sure the domain populations.17 It should be emphasized tha
the critical temperatureTa→c/a may be much lower than the
actual temperature of the ferroelectric phase transitionTaa ,
which is always higher thanu.

Finally, we would like to stress that our theoretical pr
dictions on the geometry of the densec/a/c/a structure
agree with the experimental data available for sufficien
thick PT films (H@100 nm). Figure 8 compares the misfi
strain dependence of the volume fractionfc of c domains,
calculated from Eqs.~4! and~5!, and the measured values o
fc . Good agreement between the theory and experim
supports the validity of the stability rangeRd , which has
,
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been predicted in this paper for thec/a/c/a polydomain state
in the (Sm ,T) phase diagram. Unfortunately, we are n
aware of experimental data on the dielectric and piezoelec
properties of polydomain single-crystalline ferroelectr
films. At the same time, the calculated dielectric const
«33/«0'170 and piezoelectric coefficientd33'80 pm/V of
PT films nearSm50 are in order-of-magnitude agreeme
with the measured responses of polycrystalline PT fil
grown on platinum coated silicon substrates~«33/«0'100
andd33'50 pm/V!.54
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